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What is Crushlands? Play as Molasses Flux in Crashlands, a galactic delivery truck driver who gets the latest shipment interrupted by a paranoid alien named Hewgodooko who tears her ship into pieces looking for useful technology. Crashlanded on Woanope, you must fight, tame, craft, quest, bossfight,
and venture your way to control all things so that you and Sysbox, your chum merchandise board, can send a message to the shipping office and get those damn packages delivered! Don't you again suffer existential crises like who am I? Or what am I doing here? Crashlands is an adventure craft RPG
driven by an epic story arc. From the moment of play begins you'll be pushing PELVIS-FIRST into a crazy tale complete with a cast of bloated characters. What's the use of these characters if they can do things for themselves? The Crushlands are cast completely helpless, thus providing you with endless
quest opportunities! From PCGamingWiki, Wiki about selecting computer games information GOG.com community discussions GOG.com supporting the Steam Page Community Discussions Availability [Edit] DLC and expanding game data packets [editing] file configuration (s) site [edit] it is not known
whether this game follows the XDG database directory specifications on Linux. Please fill in this information. Save the game data site [edit] save cloud sync game [edit] save cloud sync game available via bscotchID account for free. Video [edit] general settings. Widescreen resolution [edit] set the hor+
camera distance [4] go to the configuration file location. Open options.ini. Set the appropriate camera distance. Set rw =2300.000000 for 16:10 Resolution set rw =2560.00000 for 16:9 Resolution set rw =3440.00000 for 21:9 resolution set rw =77000000 for 3x16:9 rw group resolutions =3 840.000000 for
3840x2160 resolution entering [edit] audio [edit] localization network [edit] other types of information [editing] system [edit] system requirements [edit] Time Magazine References Top 10 games from 2016 I can usually say what game is being done, but it's hard to know what The Rushlands Isn't. It's funny,
crafty, fighter, reward, mabahi, adventure, genre... Thing. I think they started making a cool game and couldn't stop. - Tycho, Penny ArcadeCraft, Battle, and seek your way through Crashlands, an ARPG to craft an overflowing story with SAS! Become Flux Dabs, a galactic truck driver who gets the latest
shipment derailed by an alien chin-strapped danger named Hydokuko, leaving you stranded on an alien planet. As you crowd to recover your packages you will become entangled in the infamous plot of world domination, which will require both your wits and both your glosstos to overcome. Learn recipes
from a keen local life, make new friends, uncover ancient secrets and deadly bosses, tame everything and build yourself home away from home as you learn to thrive on the planet Woanope.Juicebox S.T.R.A.W.™ not only harvest resources but Brings extra firepower to the battlefield. But watch out,
enemies will try to kick his robotic butt too now! But Juicebox has some special moves up to its mechanical sleeves... Expansive to craft SystemUnlock over 500 craft items as you explore the world and learn its secrets! Self-managing, Infinite InventoryInlands Crashlands, your inventory is infinite, runs
itself, and recovers your tools when you need them, so you can focus on adventure, pursuit, and building. You won't have to dig through your bag or return to your base to free up inventory space! RPG-style Characters ProgressionBecome is more powerful by creating more amazing items than ever
before! As you grow in power, you can venture to new areas of the world, meet strange characters, discover new stories, and face new and interesting enemies. CombatLearn-based skill attacks from enemies your encounter, use your skills, agility, and intelligence to defeat them! You can even increase
your fighting prowess with the power of dozens of tools that you craft. Set your enemies on fire, stun them, slow down time, and more! Intuitive base building base building in Crashlands is so simple that it feels like a finger paint. You can create beautiful sprawling rules in minutes! Tameable creatures can
become every creature in the guaranteed combat chum Crushlands. Find an egg, embrace it, and hatch your very adorable or hideous bundle of joy. You can even craft special items for growth and enable them! Huge world... With huge problemsFour and adourraces, three continents, an epic attempt for
the future of the planet, and you - trapped in the middle, try to make your freakin packages. Take your time to dive into the side sides of the characters you meet or just the reckless rush to make this special delivery. With hundreds and hundreds of quests, there's plenty to do and discover on the planet
Woanope! CrossplatforminessDon't want to stop having fun? Crashlands is also available on mobile - exactly the same game, with your simultaneous cloud progress - so you don't have to stop! Minimum: OS: Windows 8/8.1, 10 Processor: GhzMemory 2.0: 2.5 GB RAMGraphics: 128mb Video Memory:
Version 9.0Storage: 500 MB Use the available space of BscotchID and Butterscotch Tricks Forums requires agreement with our terms and privacy policy. Iniciar sesión we use cookies and related techniques on this site. By continuing to use this site, you agree to use these technologies. See our Privacy
Policy for more information. English (USA)Redes語 The Stingy어中體中⽂ 简体中⽂ Ауссии Deutsch Français Português (AL) Español (LA) Español (EU) Italiano We encourage you to read the updated privacy policy and cookie policy. Listen to some sweet Crushlands tunes as you read about the game:
fight and tame alien monsters, craft resources in threatened weapons, and the friendship of the strange locals, and go to the chin with the crazy world. Now with 2 player couch co-op! Crashlands is an adventure-driven RPG led by an epic story From the moment of play begins you'll be pushing PELVISFIRST into a crazy tale complete with a cast of bloated characters. What's the use of these characters if they can do things for themselves? The Crushlands are cast completely helpless, thus providing you with endless pursuit opportunities. Make tools and stations to smash the planet's resources,
discover new recipes in the process, and then build all things as you explore the world. Craftables get ever more detailed and silly: harvest using bombs, put your pet on the laser steering wheel, and become the master of time and space. And you know what crafting means: inventory management! Oh,
oh! Spend countless hours organizing their countless chests all filled with countless items and mostly useless. Oh wait not to suck, so you don't have to do any of it in Crashlands. There is no inventory management: you will always have the things you really want when you want them. Sure, you can
create armor and weapons. These are just standard RPG things but you can also enhance your bad assery with a set of tools that shoot, pull lightning out of the ether, poison the crap out of everything, make you fly, and even adjust the very flow of space-time. Each creature in Crashlands has a unique
attack narrative you'll need to learn so that you can defeat him in battle. Do the 'crashlands' death dance to win battles and get those painstaking creature parts for your craft. Chiefs fighters add more spice to your near-death experiences. Not only can you harvest the formulation components of the
creatures, you can also find the creature's eggs. Take that egg to your base, give it some time to embrace it, and hatch your baby's own death machine. Use your new pet as an arm candy, chum in battle, and even as a crafting station! The Crushlands are made up of three infinitely dynamic, procedurally
generated areas: Savannah, Pug, and Tundra. Each has a cast of creatures, resources and living things for you to control. Well, we lied about being infinite but seriously, (The Crashlands) is really big and it will take years to fully explore it. Obviously you want an epic base to hold your huge collection of
monsters, drafting stations, and decorative pillows. AW YEAH, BASEBUILDING, where you slowly turned around, open and repeatedly closed and drilled through your enormous stock, assembling your masterpiece dramatically. Hey. Building a base in (Crushlands) is not bad it's more like a pop finger
pad just open the construction mode, enjoy the soothing muzak, and immediately build your living spaces! So, Crashlands is a crafting game without inventory, delicious construction mode, epic story, tame pets, and a glorious combat system. Isn't that enough for you! What if we throw in 2 player couch
co-op, across the cloud platform, fishing? Do. The Crushlands have been in development for almost two years. It started out as a catalytic escape for the three brothers behind Butterscotch. After Sam, the artist, was diagnosed with cancer in November 2013. A month before the game was launched, Sam

was finally told that he was in remission (and still today), so it was an emotional journey! The game started on January 21, 2016 and is available on Steam (PC/Mac), App Store (iOS), Google Play (Android) and GOG (PC/Mac). Watch for ads on forums and blogs. Blog.
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